
POETRY REVISION
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Every Wednesday in M6

3:15-4pm



Places

Spring Term

9A Ozymandias – Percy Bysshe Shelley

10B Living Space – Imitiaz Dharker

11A London – William Blake

12B A Wife in London – Thomas Hardy



Ozymandias



OZYMANDIAS
was written by

Percy Bysshe Shelley

1818

in



What are the BIG IDEAS?
 The narrator of Ozymandias says he met a traveller from an ‘antique’ 

(ancient) land and then tells us the story that the traveller told him (in 
sonnet form).

 The traveller had seen the remains of a huge statue in the desert. The 
‘vast’ legs and ‘sneer of cold command’ suggest a powerful ruler. At the 
foot of the statue a message that calling Ozymandias the ‘king of kings’ 
reflected his arrogance and pride. 

 However, the statue was in ruins, ‘a colossal wreck’. The inscription seems 
very hollow now as the magnificent statue is destroyed and none of the 
pharaoh's works have lasted: even the mightiest will fall in time.



I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed:

And on the pedestal these words appear:
'My name is Ozymandias, king of kings:
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!'
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away



DID YOU KNOW?
 Ozymandias was a Greek name for the Egyptian pharaoh Ramesses II. Shelley 

began writing his poem in 1817, soon after the announcement of the British 
Museum's acquisition of a large fragment of a statue of Ramesses II from the 
thirteenth century BC.

 Shelley wrote the poem in competition with his friend Horace Smith, who 
published his sonnet a month after Shelley's in the same magazine. It takes 
the same subject, tells the same story, and makes a similar moral point about 
how civilisations rise and fall but ends by imagining a hunter of the future 
looking in wonder on the ruins of an annihilated London. 



WATCH AND LEARN
Modern performance of the poem here

Animated reading of the poem here

BBC Bitesize study guide here

British Library introduction to the poem here

Explanation of sonnet forms here

Poetry Between the Lines discussion of the poem

http://poetrysociety.org.uk/education/page-fright/dizraeli/dizraeli-ozymandias/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPlSH6n37ts
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/poetrycharactervoice/ozymandiasrev1.shtml
http://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/articles/an-introduction-to-ozymandias
http://www.sonnets.org/basicforms.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRWbo2x5lnA


Living Space



LIVING SPACE
was written by

Imtiaz Dharker

2009

in



What are the BIG IDEAS?
 The poem describes a ramshackle living space, with its lack of 'straight lines' and 

beams 'balanced crookedly on supports'. Imtiaz Dharker has explained that the 
poem describes the slums of Mumbai, which are living spaces created out of all 
kinds of found materials. In this poem she celebrates the existence of these living 
spaces as a miracle.

 The lines of the buildings are slanting and unstable, balancing precariously 
between dangerous and 'miraculous'. The eggs in a basket that hang out 'over the 
dark edge' are an act of faith, not only because someone has so delicately placed 
them in such a ramshackle environment, but also because they contain new life. 
The eggs, like the buildings are miracles.

 It may seem like an act of faith to live in one of these rough structures - a daring 
attempt to live in such a place. In this way the poem represents the fragility of 
human life and celebrates the way that faith brings boldness.



There are just not enough
Straight lines. That
Is the problem.
Nothing is flat
Or parallel. Beams
Balance crookedly on supports
Thrust off the vertical.
Nails clutch at open seams.
The whole structure leans 
dangerously
Towards the miraculous.

Into this rough frame,
Someone has squeezed
A living space

And even dared to place
These eggs in a wire basket,
Fragile curves of white
Hung out over the dark edge
Of a slanted universe,
Gathering the light
Into themselves,
As if they were
The bright, thin walls of faith.



DID YOU KNOW?
 Imtiaz Dharker is a contemporary poet who was born in Pakistan and grew up in Scotland. 

She has written five collections of poetry and often deals with themes of identity, the role of 
women in contemporary society and the search for meaning. She draws on her multi-cultural 
experience in her work.

 She is also a film director and has scripted a number of documentaries in India, supporting 
work with women and children. Dharker's intimate knowledge of Mumbai is evident in this 
poem. She works to raise awareness of issues in other countries. 

 Imtiaz Dharker's Favourite Poetry Sayings:

• "Poetry is everywhere; it just needs editing." - James Tate

• "Writing a poem is a kind of hunt for language." - Jackie Kay

• "Poetry is ... a kind of leaving of notes for another to find, and a willingness to have them 
fall into the wrong hands. " - Matthew Hollis

• "Poetry is an utterance of the body ... It is the language in thrall to the corporeal, to the 
pump and procession of the blood ... " - Glyn Maxwell



WATCH AND LEARN
BBC Bitesize Study Guide here

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/z9y76fr/revision/1


London



LONDON
was written by

William Blake

1794

in



What are the BIG IDEAS?
 ‘London’ is a negative portrayal of the city and the social deprivation 

Blake witnessed. He shows the difficult lives of its poorer inhabitants 
and implies criticism of the rich who do not care for them.

 It juxtaposes and contrasts the ‘chartered’ (privately-owned) streets 
and institutions like the Church with the immoral behaviour going on 
around them.

 It is deliberately shocking and suggests the lives of ‘infants’ and the 
sacred institution of marriage are threatened by ‘plagues’ and 
prostitution.



I wander thro’ each charter’d street,
Near where the charter’d Thames does flow,
And mark in every face I meet,
Marks of weakness, marks of woe.

In every cry of every Man,
In every Infant's cry of fear,
In every voice, in every ban,
The mind-forg’d manacles I hear.

How the Chimney-sweeper's cry
Every black’ning Church appals,
And the hapless Soldier's sigh
Runs in blood down Palace walls.

But most thro’ midnight streets I hear
How the youthful Harlot's curse
Blasts the new-born Infant's tear,
And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/poetryblake_lon/1blake_londonsubjectact.shtml


DID YOU KNOW?
 Blake’s most famous works of poetry are contained in his ‘Songs of Innocence and 

Experience’, where he contrasts the innocence and purity of childhood and nature 
with the adult experiences of cities, immorality and corruption.

 Here, Blake describes London as a world in turmoil: blood running down palace walls, 
prostitutes suffering from sexually-transmitted diseases, children forced to become 
chimney sweeps and innocent babies born to mothers who couldn’t look after them.

 Blake sympathised with the French Revolution and used this poem to encourage 
others to free themselves from this turmoil and their ‘mind-forg’d manacles’: he 
wanted people to be less ignorant and selfish in order to construct a better society.



WATCH AND LEARN
Idris Elba reads the poem here

BBC Bitesize study guide here

Poetry Between the Lines discussion of the poem

British Library article about meaning in the poem

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAIbkA4NRGQ
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/poetryblake_lon/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BERjLZzuOg
http://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/articles/looking-at-the-manuscript-of-william-blakes-london

